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Scavenger Hunt

n Port Warwick,

there are       sculptures, 

 of which you can easily

walk to.
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1. "Natural" by Masaru Bando                    3. "Il Segreto" by Emanuele De Reggi

2. "Melpomene" by Romolo Del Deo         4. "Lenape Gate" by Harry H. Gordon

The 5th sculpture is 

"Spring Breeze"

by Rodney Carroll,

  located at the Warwick Blvd.

entrance to Port Warwick.

       ort Warwick was built in 2001, 

and was named after the fictional 

town in author William Styron’s book 

"Lie Down in Darkness." Styron named the

streets after his favorite American writers,

and chose the quotes on the base of "Natural."
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Someone missing a head? _____________________________________

A combined man and horse? ____________________

What is that mythological creature called?___________________

A sculpture you can walk through?__________________________

A fish? __________________________________________________________________

A wing?__________________________________________________________________

Hair blowing in the wind?__________________________________________

Quotes from books?_______________________________________________

What happens if you tap near the holes in "Lenape Gate"?

_____________________________________________________________________________

Can you find:
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Download the Newport News Public Art Foundation 

 free app from your app store and listen to the

sculptors talk about their works.

Who works with scrap material?_________________________________

What, according to the artist, does the fish represent?

______________________________________________________________________________

Which artist has lived in Japan, Italy and New York?

______________________________________________________________________________

Who was thinking about the combination of nature and

man together?__________________________________________________________

 

What is the first thing you noticed? What is the tenth? What does the sculpture feel

like when you touch it? Why do you think the figure is holding a fish? What story

would you tell? What does it feel like to walk through "Lenape Gate"? What

about "Melpomene" suggests that she is the muse of tragedy?

hat do YOU think?        hat stories and shapes do you see?
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These sculptures 

have been here for 17 years 

and are reacting 

to the elements. "Melpomene"  and

"Natural"’ will be cleaned, waxed,

 and get new bases. 

Harry H. Gordon, sculptor 

of "Lenape Gate," is not only 

a sculptor, but also a public art

installer. He installed all 

the sculptures in Port Warwick, 

and will be coming back to

 install the new bases.

Do you hear:


